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environmentally friendly constituent ele-
ments (lower toxicity), outstanding size-
dependent monochromaticity, bandgap 
tunability, and high photoluminescence 
quantum yield (PLQY).[1–3] InP QDs have 
been considered as ideal alternative mate-
rials to toxic Cd-containing QDs for a 
wide range of applications such as light-
emitting diodes (LEDs), lasers, solar cells, 
bio-maker, and sensors.[4–7] Breakthroughs 
in materials and synthetic-process devel-
opment for highly luminescent InP QDs 
(green and red) have enabled the highest 
optical efficiencies reaching PLQY of 
95%[8] and 100%,[9] respectively, compa-
rable to the high-performance Cd-based 
QDs.

Blue InP QDs are regarded as break-
through materials for an ideal future QD-
based display.[10] Since 2008,[11] intensive 
efforts on the synthesis of blue InP QDs 
have been made. In particular, the high 
reactivity between tris(trimethylsilyl)phos-

phine (TMSP) and indium precursors allowed to form a magic-
sized cluster as an intermediate, which enabled a uniform InP 
core formation with tunable emission wavelengths in the blue 
color region.[12,13] In 2008, the first step forward in the synthesis 
of blue InP@ZnS QDs (20% PLQY at 480  nm) was demon-
strated using zinc carboxylate complexes that facilitate the sta-
bilization of nanocrystal surfaces and the reduction of critical 
nuclei size during the growth of InP core.[11,14] Similar obser-
vations for the same QD materials were also reported in 2012 
(36% PLQY at 430 nm)[15] and 2017 (44% PLQY at 488 nm).[16] 
Besides, size reduction of grown InP cores by acetic acid (a by-
product of core growth process with TMSP at 150 °C) enabled 
the emission in the blue wavelength region (5% and 10% PLQYs 
at 475 and 485 nm, respectively).[17] InPZnS alloys grown with a 
long injection of TMSP[18] were also demonstrated with 24.5% 
PLQY at 495 nm. However, despite the tremendous efforts on 
the synthesis of the blue InP QDs using the TMSP, the issue 
is far from resolved because of their low PLQY (around 40%) 
along with emission at a greenish-blue light wavelength (over 
488 nm).

Here, we demonstrate a synthetic method for engineering 
the core size of InP@ZnS core@shell QDs suitable for blue 
emission and unveil the associated significance of shell thick-
ness and materials via first-principles simulations based on 
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1. Introduction

The enormous interest in the indium phosphide (InP)-based 
quantum dot (QD) has been globally maximized, because of the 
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density functional theory (DFT). This method benefits from 
the incipient ZnS (i-ZnS) complexes, namely, active shell-
forming molecules pre-existing during the early stage of InP 
nucleation and growth. The growth of InP nuclei (synthesized 
by a quick hot injection of TMSP at 280 °C) is effectively sup-
pressed by the i-ZnS, resulting in small InP core sizes around 
1.8 nm. With an accompanying shell-growth process (additional 
shell coating), the synthesized InP@ZnS QDs show a blue 
emission (483 nm) with ≈52% PLQY and 49 nm of full width 
half maximum (FWHM). Variation of peak positions in X-ray 
photoelectron and Raman spectroscopies with shell formation 
indicates that the InP core in InP@ZnS QDs comes under the 
compressive force with the ZnS shell thickening. This experi-
mental finding is verified by DFT simulations, which show the 
gradual thickening of ZnS (or ZnSe) shell gives rise to densifi-
cation of InP core because of the compressive force induced by 
the lattice-constant difference between InP and ZnS (or ZnSe). 
The associated chemical, structural, and bandgap changes 
in the InP core region, along with their dependence on shell 
materials, are discussed in detail. All-solution-based QD LEDs 
(QLEDs) with the blue QDs as an emissive layer show a high 
luminance of 1162 cd m−2 and a maximized external quantum 
efficiency (EQE) of 1.4%.

2. Results and Discussion

The synthetic method for blue InP QDs utilizing i-ZnS com-
plexes is schematically described in Figure  1A. The synthesis 
procedures are based on the hot-injection method with TMSP 
in a one-pot batch. The key strategy of our synthesis method 
is to form the i-ZnS complexes in solution before the injec-
tion of TMSP (viz. before the formation of InP nuclei). Ini-
tially, the mixture of indium and zinc precursors with various 
concentrations (0–0.3 mmol) of sulfur source (1-dodecanethiol, 
1-DDT) is heated to 280 °C, the core growth temperature (see 
the methods in Supporting Information). The i-ZnS complexes 
stem from ZnS that are formed by the reaction between the 
sulfur source and zinc oleate (C36H66O4Zn, ZnOA2) upon 
heating. The formation of the complexes that could be in 
the form of [ZnS] monomer[19] or nanocluster[20,21] is evi-
denced by the emergence of an excitonic peak near 320  nm 
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). To initiate the formation 
of InP nuclei, TMSP, which exhibits high reactivity to indium 
precursors, is quickly injected into the hot solution that con-
tains i-ZnS at 280  °C. In subsequent courses of InP nuclea-
tion and growth, the i-ZnS complexes may initiate chemical 
interactions with the atoms on the surface of the growing InP 
nuclei. We speculate that such passivation reactions play an 
essential role in restraining the crystal growth of the cores. As 
a result, the growth of the InP core is drastically suppressed by 
the presence of i-ZnS complexes, and the resultant final size 
of the InP core of QDs could become small enough to emit 
the blue light (Figure 1A). We refer to this initial shell coating 
by i-ZnS complexes as an early-stage shell coating (ESC), and 
the InP QDs after the ESC process are denoted as InPESC QDs. 
As a final step, an additional ZnS shell coating procedure 
(InPESC@ZnS QDs) is implemented to improve the stability 
and PLQY of QDs.

To understand the working principle of the ESC process, 
we characterized the absorbance and photoluminescence (PL) 
spectra of the QDs synthesized with the procedures outlined 
above. With 0 mmol of sulfur source in solution (the absence 
of ESC process), the peak emission wavelength of InP core-only 
QDs was at the green color region of ≈500  nm (green dot in 
Figure  1B), which is certainly insufficient for our purpose. To 
initiate the ESC process, 0.1 to 0.3 mmol of the sulfur source 
was added to the initial solution. We observed that the growth of 
the InP core of resultant QDs was then effectively suppressed, 
leading to PL peak emission wavelength located in the blue 
color region. A trend of gradual blue-shift with sulfur addition 
(from 491  nm [0.0  mmol] to 476  nm [0.3  mmol]) is observed, 
as shown in Figure  1C. Another consequence of the ESC pro-
cess is that the PLQY increases from 14% to 27% as the InP 
core-only QDs transform to the InPESC QDs. The origin of the 
enhanced PLQY is ascribed to the passivation of surface defects 
of InP nuclei by i-ZnS complexes, which means the reduction 
of its non-radiative transition probability.

The ZnS shell of InPESC QDs is not thick enough to ensure 
chemical stability and high optical efficiency. To this end, an 
additional ZnS shell-growth procedure for the InPESC QDs 
(see the method, Supporting Information) was implemented 
to increase their shell thickness so as to enhance the QD sta-
bility and PLQY. After the additional ZnS shell coating, a 
slight red-shift of each peak wavelength of resultant QDs was 
observed; however, the trend of blue-shift with sulfur addition 
(522 nm [0.0 mmol] to 477 nm [0.3 mmol]) was still preserved, 
as shown in Figure 1D,E. The improvement of PLQY with the 
additional shell coating implicitly indicates that further passiva-
tion of surface defects of InPESC QDs is achieved (Figure  1E). 
The red-shifted emission could arise, in principle, because of 
either a further growth of the InP core of InPESC QDs during 
the additional shell coating, or a weakening of quantum con-
finement with shell thickening, or as a consequence of both of 
the effects. Specifically, with 0.1 mmol of sulfur source in solu-
tion (S poor, Znconc/Sconc  = 20), the red-shifted peak emission  
(( ) / 100,ESC, add _ ESC ESCλ λ λ− ×S  2.5%) may mean that the ESC 
process is insufficient to prevent the overgrowth of the InP core 
during the additional shell coating. Also, the relatively low PLQY 
(43%) indicates that the synthesized InPESC@ZnS QDs seem 
to be still significantly influenced by non-radiative quenching 
sources, due to their insufficient shell thickness. On the other 
hand, with 0.3  mmol of sulfur source in solution (S rich, 
Znconc/Sconc  = 6.7), a negligible red-shift in the peak emission 
wavelength (0.2%) is observed indicating successful and strong 
suppression of the core overgrowth. However, the relatively low 
PLQY (41%) was measured presumably due to the increasing 
interfacial defects between the core and shell layer with the 
formation of a thick ZnS shell.[22] A similar PLQY abatement 
was also observed even with higher sulfur concentrations in the 
solution (Znconc/Sconc = 5 and 4, not shown). With 0.2 mmol of 
sulfur source in solution (Znconc/Sconc = 10, red-shift, 0.6%), the 
empirically maximized PLQY of ≈ 52% at the peak wavelength 
of 483  nm was achieved. Also, we found that only 10 min of 
ESC process with 0.2  mmol of sulfur source (cf. ESC process 
for 60 min above) sufficed to complete InPESC@ZnS QDs with 
desired emission properties (Figure S2, Supporting Informa-
tion). The optical bandgap of QDs was obtained according to 
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the Tauc plot (Figure S3 and Section S2, Supporting Infor-
mation). The dependence of the bandgap on QD types will 
be discussed in more detail from DFT-based computational 

modeling. We further investigated that our proposed synthetic 
method can also be adopted for other sulfur chemicals, such 
as sulfur powder in trioctylphosphine (TOP) solvent (Figure S4, 
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Figure 1. A) Schematic illustration of synthetic procedure of blue InP QDs. B) Optical properties and C) peak wavelength and PLQY (%) of blue InPESC 
QDs as a function of sulfur concentration. In the absence of the sulfur, the PL emission from InP cores was green in color. D) Optical properties and 
E) peak wavelength and PLQY (%) of blue InPESC@ZnS QDs after an additional shell coating as a function of sulfur concentration. The maximized 
PLQY was ≈52% at 483 nm with 49 nm of FWHM. The insets show photo images of InP@ZnS and InPESC@ZnS QDs in solution, and the red-shift of 
each peak wavelength as a function of sulfur concentration (upper right).
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Supporting Information). The formation of i-ZnS complexes 
along with similar effects of ESC procedure was confirmed 
through the absorbance and PL spectra of QDs synthesized 
with sulfur powder in TOP.

The structural properties of synthesized blue QDs (with 
or without ESC process with 0.2  mmol sulfur source) were 
studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Raman spectroscopy, and 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD). The sizes of QDs were directly 
counted from dark-field TEM images (Figure 2A and Figure S5, 
Supporting Information). The measured sizes of InP core-only, 
InPESC, and InPESC@ZnS QDs were 3.25 ± 0.38,  3.04 ± 0.38, 
and 4.95 ± 0.73 nm, respectively. Interestingly, the average size 
of the InPESC QD is smaller than that of the InP core-only QDs, 

even though the InPESC QDs have a thin ZnS shell formed by 
the ESC process. This observation supports our argument that 
the ESC process plays a role in preventing the overgrowth of InP 
cores. We estimated the average InP core size of InPESC@ZnS 
to be ≈1.8 nm through EDS line profile (Figure S6, Supporting 
Information). The relative standard deviations in size for InP 
core-only, InPESC, and InPESC@ZnS QDs were 11.7%, 12.5%, 
and 14.7%, respectively, revealing a broader size distribution as 
the ZnS thickness increased. Figure 2B shows the HRTEM and 
its filtered images of InPESC@ZnS (upper panel) and InPESC 
(lower panel) QDs (QD: yellow, background: green). The fil-
tered images were obtained after masking the selected QD by 
using fast Fourier transform (FFT). We observed atomically 
resolved individual QDs, indicative of high crystallinity. Even 

Adv. Optical Mater. 2022, 2102372

Figure 2. Size distributions and chemical and structural properties of InP core-only, InPESC, and InPESC@ZnS QDs. A) TEM image and histogram of 
InPESC@ZnS. The average size was 4.95 ± 0.75 nm. B) HRTEM images and FFT filtered images of InPESC@ZnS and InPESC QD. C) Variation of XRD 
patterns with the formation of ZnS shell. D) High-resolution XPS profiles of In 3d and Zn 2p. The inset shows the atomic positions for the cubic 
zinc blende phase of InP and ZnS. E) Raman spectra at an excitation energy of 2.41 eV. The LO and TO of InP core-only QDs and the Raman shift at 
≈260 cm−1 for the ZnS shell formation (InPESC and InPESC@ZnS QDs).
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if the structure of inner InP cores was unidentifiable in this 
image due to the presence of a shell, the shell was identified as 
a zinc blende ZnS with a lattice spacing of 3.07 Å, which cor-
responds to the lattice spacing between (111) planes (Figure S7, 
Supporting Information).

The XRD patterns for InP core-only, InPESC, and InPESC@
ZnS QDs confirm the crystallinity of QDs (Figure  2C; 
Figure S8, Supporting Information). The zinc-blende phase of 
the InP core and ZnS shell for all the prepared QDs is verified 
through the comparison with published JCPDS: 00-032-0452 
(InP) and JCPDS: 01-080-0020 (ZnS), respectively, in agreement 
with the conclusion from TEM and XPS data. The XRD peak 
positions of InP core-only QDs correspond to those of the cubic 
zinc-blende phase of bulk InP with a dominant contribution 
from the (111) crystal plane, along with a broadened FWHM 
due to a relatively low crystallinity of InP core-only QDs. With 
the passivation of i-ZnS complexes on the InP core-only QDs, 
the XRD peak positions suddenly approach those of the cubic 
zinc-blende phase of ZnS with a dominant contribution from 
the (111) crystal plane (together with a small participation of 
the InP (111) plane contribution).[18,23] At the same time, the 
FWHMs of the peaks become narrowed.

The energies and intensities of photoelectron peaks in 
XPS data enable the identification of the composition of the 
synthesized QDs (Figure  2D). The In 3d peaks of InP core-
only QDs were located at 444.20  eV (In 3d5/2) and 451.80  eV 
(In 3d3/2) with a spin-orbit splitting (SOS) of 7.6  eV, indica-
tive of In(III) state.[24] While the SOS remained constant, the 
binding-energy (BE) difference (∆BE, PBE − PInP core) was found 
to be + 0.2 or + 0.4 eV for InPESC or InPESC@ZnS QDs, respec-
tively (Figure S9, Supporting Information). Theoretically, initial 
state contributions to ∆BE that arise from lattice strain (e.g., 
change of nearest interatomic distance) will be largest for 3d 
series transition metals,[25,26] and the observed positive ∆BE 
of In 3d peaks, for example, the shift toward a higher BE, is 
likely to be a consequence of lattice compression. We note that 
the InP core comes to be under a compressive force induced 
by the successive formation of ZnS shell during the ESC pro-
cess and subsequent, additional ZnS shell coating process. The 
compressive force becomes stronger, as the ZnS shell thickness 
increases (see the InP unit cell with a zinc blende phase in the 
inset of Figure 2D), which will be explained in detail from the 
DFT modeling. The energy level of Zn 2p in InP core-only QDs 
is split into Zn 2p3/2 (1021.6 eV) and Zn 2p1/2 (1044.7 eV) with 
the SOS of 23.1 eV, which can be assigned to the Zn(II) state.[27] 
Without sulfur source (0.0 mmol), the formation of ZnO with a 
zinc wurtzite phase (see XRD pattern in Figure S10, Supporting 
Information) was identified, which is evidenced by the lower 
BE than that of ZnS (+0.22 eV) with a zinc blende phase.[28] The 
high-resolution XPS spectra of P 2p and S 2p in InPESC@ZnS 
QDs show the formation of core@shell structure without 
any distinct surface defects identified (Figure S11, Supporting 
Information).

The transverse and longitudinal optical modes (TO and 
LO)[29] for InP core-only, InPESC, and InPESC@ZnS QDs were 
obtained by the Raman spectra (Figure  2E). Both of the TO 
(314.2 cm−1) and LO (341.2 cm−1) modes for the InP core-only 
QDs were clearly observed, whose values precisely correspond 
to those for the InP nanocrystals.[29] With increasing ZnS shell 

thickness, that is, the transition from an InPESC to InPESC@
ZnS QD, the original LO peak of InP core in each QD was 
slightly broadened along with the shift to higher frequencies. 
The broadened InP LO stems from ZnS LO that has a similar 
vibrational frequency to that of the InP LO around 350 cm−1.[30] 
LO frequencies of InPESC and InPESC@ZnS QDs are located at 
higher frequencies than the LO of InP core-only QDs because of 
the compressive force on the InP core lattice with the increase 
of ZnS shell thickness.[31] The Raman intensity at 259 cm−1 for 
ZnS[32] was gradually enhanced due to the increased ZnS shell 
thickness.

To understand the experimental findings on the emission 
wavelength shift and the emergence of compressive force 
exerted upon InP core arising with ZnS shell thickening, we 
employed the DFT-based first-principles simulations. To mimic 
the synthesized QDs (viz. InP core-only, InPESC (or ESC), and 
InPESC@ZnS QDs), we simulated three types of QD models 
for each shell material by successively adding a shell layer on 
the surface of the InP core-only QD (Figure 3A). Zinc selenide 
(ZnSe), which is widely utilized as an intershell or gradient shell 
for InP QDs[33] was also simulated to verify which shell mate-
rials fit the blue emission. The first shell layer partially covers 
the InP core-only model, in consideration of the experimental 
finding that the ESC process may not fully passivate the sur-
face defect states of InP cores. Considering the partial valence 
charges involved in covalent bonding for each atomic species, 
fictitious hydrogen atoms with appropriate partial charges passi-
vated the surface elements.[34] The QD models, generated in this 
way, showed an XRD peak shift with shell coating (Figure S12, 
Supporting Information), in agreement with experimental find-
ings (Figure 2C), which may be, in turn, the simulational verifi-
cation of shell formation of synthesized QDs.

The interatomic distance between In and P atoms decreased 
with the growth of both shell materials (Figure S13, Supporting 
Information), which is indicative of altered chemical interac-
tions at the InP core with shell formation. The quantum theory 
of atoms in molecules[35] approach was then employed to inves-
tigate the nature of chemical bonds for the InP core part of 
each QD model. Figure 3B shows charge densities at the bond 
critical points (ρbcp) for neighboring In-P pairs. The observed 
increase in ρbcp with shell growth can be understood as a result 
of enhanced covalency of the InP core part with shell forma-
tion. Moreover, the reduced charge transfer from In to P atoms 
(Figure 3C) observed at the same time with the increase of ρbcp 
implies that the enhancement of covalency arises at the expense 
of ionicity. A meaningful dependence on shell materials exists 
such that a more significant reduction (or increment) in intera-
tomic distances (or ρbcp) is found for ZnS than ZnSe. We also 
investigated the impact of shell formation on the atomic (Bader) 
volume,[36] which can be considered as a measure of the inverse 
of local atomic density. The average atomic volume for In and 
P atoms (Figure 3D) diminished, in common, pointing to the 
increment of InP-core density with shell formation (Figure 3E). 
Interestingly, it was found that a larger atomic volume was 
observed near the surface of InP core-only QD than at the core 
center, but precisely the opposite trend was observed for core@
shell QDs (Figure 3F,G). As a result, the InP core is subjected 
to a compressive force with shell coating due to the smaller 
lattice constant of ZnS (or ZnSe) compared to that of InP.[31] 
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The magnitude of the compressive force becomes stronger as 
the shell thickness increases, and more significant compres-
sion is being developed with ZnS shell than ZnSe shell because 
of relatively larger lattice mismatch of ZnS (7.7%) compared 
to that of ZnSe (3.5%). The amount of compressive force was 
relatively larger near the core@shell interfaces than at the core 
center (Figure  3F,G). Hence, it is legitimate to anticipate that 
lattice defects, such as vacancies, are most likely to form at 
core@shell interfaces to reduce the compressive forces being 
developed with shell coating. In this respect, the decreased 
PLQY with high sulfur source concentrations (>0.2 mmol) for 
the ESC process may be attributed to the enhanced non-radia-
tive transition rate due to the defects at the core@shell inter-
faces with a growing shell.[22]

Figure  3H shows the energy levels of the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) calculated for all the QD models studied here. 

The apparent observations are that: i) as the size of InP core 
increases, the bandgap decreases (Figure S14, Supporting Infor-
mation); ii) with the increment of shell thickness, the bandgap 
is narrowed; iii) the thickening of the ZnSe shell induces a 
sharper drop in bandgap than does the ZnS shell (Figure S15, 
Supporting Information). All these observations exactly cor-
respond to the trends observed in the experiment (Figure  1), 
and their origins are, in principle, ascribed to the weakening 
of quantum confinement effect with either the increase of InP 
core size (for (i))[37] or the delocalization of InP-core states to the 
shell volume (for (ii)).[38] Stronger delocalization into the ZnSe 
shell than the ZnS shell, due to a smaller band-gap difference, 
results in (iii).[38,39] It is noteworthy that these rather conven-
tional explanations do not consider a possible impact of the 
density change with shell formation (as shown in Figure 3E) on 
the bandgap. To study this, we separated the InP-core part of 
each core@shell QD model and calculated its bandgap without 

Adv. Optical Mater. 2022, 2102372

Figure 3. DFT-based first-principles modeling. A) InP core-only, InPESC, and InPESC@ZnS models. B) Charge density at bond critical point (ρbcp) of InP 
core part of each QD model. C) Bader charge of In and P. D) Bader volume of In and P with shell formation. E) InP core density as a function of the 
thickness of ZnS (or ZnSe) shell. F,G) Variation of Bader volume of In (F) and P (G) in each QD model. H) HOMO and LUMO energy levels calculated 
from the DFT calculation. A larger reduction in bandgap is observed with the formation of ZnSe shell than ZnS shell.
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any structural relaxations to preserve its core structure, as it 
was in the original core@shell QD (Figure S16, Supporting 
Information). The bandgap of the InP cores in each core@
shell QD shows a gradual increase with shell thickening. This 
trend was evident for the ZnS shell, yet less significant for the 
ZnSe shell. This result coincided with the trend found in bulk 
InP with varying densities (Figure S17, Supporting Informa-
tion). Therefore, the decrease in bandgap with shell coating is 
the result of two opposing contributions of band-gap widening 
due to the core densification, and of the bandgap narrowing 
induced by the delocalization of InP-core states. In this respect, 
the ZnS shell, which produces a denser InP core and stronger 
quantum confinement (as observed in the experiment with the 
application of the ESC process), provides more plausible condi-
tions for the shorter-wavelength (blue in this case) emission, as 
observed in the experiment.

A 3D schematic illustration of the device structure of 
solution-based InPESC@ZnS QLED is shown in Figure  4A. 
The blue QLED consists of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) as a hole injection layer, 
poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4-butyl-phenyl)diphenylamine) 
(TFB) as a hole transport layer, QD as an emissive layer, zinc 
magnesium oxide (ZnMgO) as an electron transport layer, 
and aluminum as a cathode layer (Figure 4A,B) on a pixelated 
indium thin oxide glass, as an anode. To improve the charge 
recombination efficiency, we selected each component material 
based on its electronic structure (Figure  4B).[40] The time-cor-
related single-photon counting, along with electroluminescence 
(EL) spectra of their QLEDs, was measured to understand the 

probability of radiative recombination of all the synthesized 
QDs films (Figure  4C). The PL decay curves of the InP core-
only, InPESC, and InPESC@ZnS QDs were fitted well to tri-expo-
nential functions. An average lifetime of 10.1, 25.3, and 56.0 ns 
was obtained (Figure S18, Supporting Information). The pro-
gressive increase in the average PL lifetimes of QDs with a 
thicker ZnS shell arises because of the decrease of electron (or 
hole) trapping of excitons by the surface defect states and/or 
the suppressed Förster energy transfer between the QDs, both 
of which effectively diminish non-radiative transitions.[41] We 
note that the additional shell-formation process helps enhance 
the radiative electron–hole recombination with higher PLQY 
(Figure S18, Supporting Information).[42] This observation is 
in agreement with the result of the bottom panel in Figure 4C 
that strong blue EL is observed only from InPESC@ZnS QLEDs 
(cf. the violet light emitting from the TFB with small EL of InP 
core-only or InPESC QDs in QLEDs). The blue InPESC@ZnS 
QLED shows a maximum EQE of 1.4% (Figure S19, Supporting 
Information, good reproducibility with an average EQE of 
1.03 ± 0.18%).  In current density–voltage–luminance (J–V–L) 
curve, the luminance consistently increased with increasing 
operating voltage, reaching 1162 cd m−2 at 6.4 V with a current 
density of 447.7 mA cm−2 (Figure  4D, the photoimage of blue-
light emission at 6 V). In addition, we predicted a J–V–L curve 
based on the charge transport model,[43,44] which is consistent 
with the experimental curve. All the blue EL peak positions of 
the QLED with voltages ranging from 3.6 to 6  V remain con-
stant at 487 nm, indicating that the EL spectrum is independent 
of applied voltage (Figure  4E).[45,46] Furthermore, we observed 

Figure 4. EL characteristics of InPESC@ZnS. A) Schematic of the device structure and B) the corresponding energy band diagram. C) PL decay curves 
and EL spectra of QLEDs of InP core-only, InPESC, and InPESC@ZnS QDs. D) Current density-voltage-luminance curve of the device and simulated 
curves by the charge transport model (CTM). The maximum luminance of 1162 cd m−2 was observed. The inset shows the captured photo image of 
blue-light emission from the devices at 6 V. E) EL spectra of a QLED at increasing operating voltages. F) Comparison between EL and PL spectra for 
InPESC@ZnS QDs. The defect-associated long-wavelength emissions appear more evidently in the EL than in the PL, resulting in an increased FWHM 
of EL spectrum by 6.6 nm.
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that the EL spectrum of blue InPESC@ZnS QLEDs exhibits a 
red-shift (4–7 nm) and a slight broadening in FWHM (6.6 nm), 
compared with the PL spectrum of QDs in solution (Figure 4F). 
Such differences may be attributed to the interdot interac-
tions in close-packed solid film, dielectric dispersion, intrinsic 
defects, or the electric field-induced Stark effect.[12]

3. Conclusion

In summary, the InPESC@ZnS QDs for blue emission were 
realized through an ESC process developed in this study, from 
which the InP core size can be effectively controlled. The i-ZnS 
complexes, pre-existing in a one-pot batch solution before InP 
core growth, play essential roles during the ESC process: i) 
forming a shell on the InP cores (viz. the formation of InPESC 
QDs), while diminishing surface defects by passivating dan-
gling bonds on the core surface, and ii) suppressing the over-
growth of InP cores, thereby facilitating the formation of small 
InP cores for blue-luminant QDs. The subsequent, additional 
ZnS shell coating resulted in InPESC@ZnS QDs with high 
optical efficiencies and chemical stability. The working prin-
ciple on the ESC process is revealed by investigating chemical 
and structural characteristics of InP QDs with the aid of the 
DFT modeling. The electronic structure of blue InPESC@ZnS 
QDs investigated by DFT shows a strong dependence on the 
densification of InP core and weakening of quantum con-
finement effect with shell coating. Finally, blue QLEDs with 
InPESC@ZnS QDs show a peak EQE of 1.4% and a high lumi-
nescence of 1162 cd m−2.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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